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David L. Benson

SUDDEN DEATH OVER TIME
I don't even know her name
but she was a Blagdon
or at least she married one
before that
she wore
her mother's husband's name
as was their fashion
and still is ours
She was a Boxey woman
made fish
tended the turnips
kept sheep
like her mother
and her mother's mother
and so on
back through the fog
of history
and to places uncharted
in Great Bay de L ' E a u
Worked like a dog
keeping up
her half of the fishery
Steady go
from making splits
to trimming the lamps
and all between
when the men
were away
dying in dories
she was preparing
more to die
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Got killed herself
after that
going up
to feed the sheep
one night
when the rain
was driving in over Breakheart
and the thunder
rolling hard over
the black water
somewhere near Sagona
went as she lived
in a hurry
struck dead b' lightning
age 93
a great, great woman
my great, great grandmother.

FATHER'S CROWD

Wandering the wind
torn naked headland
below the Devil's
footstool
touching the past
in low stone walls
that wind through
this Connemara
with wooden houses
wondering
and the gall
of a people
who chose
this open harbour
west of Baccalieu
and the barren
islands further north
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to make their fish
and hunt for birds
and seals in the Spring
places they thought
they have been forever
probably waving
in silence
to C artier
and Gilbert
as they passed
and to the frustrated
Guy
searching almost in vain
for a vacant cove
to found his first
English colony.
They were English
too
some of them
fishermen
sealers
gunners
floaters
down on the Labrador
each year
or beating a lead
through the Ice
at the Front
in search
of the Main Patch
or taking
pretentious
Yankees
Canadians
and Englishmen
to the top
and bottom of the world
or going out
to find them
when they went
on their own
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and got themselves lost
in the white Hell.
Forever sailing
but always returning
to the bleak harbours
of desolation
isolation
and death
they called home
Newell's Island
Ship Island
Offer Gooseberry
Swain's Tickle
Greenspond
The Grates.
Stories still
are told
of the islands
and the women
and men
and vessels
and the desperate
fearless insanity
in bringing in
the broken
two and three masted
wrecks
from the Ice
or the October gales
carrying the great wealth
in which
they never shared
to build fine homes
in cities
they never saw.
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